GROWN-UP ROCKERO TEEs: DO OR DON'T?

Not just for mosh pits, rock-band tees are having a celeb-chic moment. (Almost) anything goes!

Do
Genie mixer Olivia Wilde wears rock and grunge. Why not?

Do
Ashley Greene brightens up her Pink Floyd top with a gold necklace and sleek shades.

Do
Pair the grampa-age Grateful Dead with a granny-chic sweater, like Ashlee Simpson.

Don’t
Let there be blood... or just, maybe, a new shirt.

Do
Elle Fanning shows off her adorable quirkiness with a Rolling Stones tee and statement glasses.

Don’t
Who? Rocker top or not, don’t go the burlesque routine.

Your 4 Must-Dos of the Month
What to watch, listen to, visit and tell your friends about right now

1. DIRTY GIRL
Juno Temple goes on a life-changing high school road trip with her gay best friend in this adorable coming-of-age movie set in the eighties.

2. METALS, BY FEIST
The indie-pop star is back with a new album full of dreamy tunes, folk medleys and those trademark, head-bopping "oh-ohhh"s.

3. NOW DIG THIS!
This exhibition at L.A.'s Hammer Museum features groundbreaking black artists like Betye Saar, Senga Nengudi and Suzanne Jackson.

4. MISS REPRESENTATION
With killer insights from Lisa Ling, Katie Couric and more, this documentary (on OWN) looks at how women are portrayed in the media.